
Meet the VoCore, a coin-sized Linux computer

 Mini Micro
At the size of a postage stamp, the VoCore packs a whole Linux-based 

computer in a tiny footprint costing only $20. We take the VoCore for a 

spin and give you a few ideas about how to include it in your hardware 

projects. By Paul C. Brown

You can power the VoCore by connecting a 
power source to a couple of pins on the 
board (Figure 1). Although in theory it can 
take between 3.3 and 6V, you would be ad-
vised to go with the high voltages (i.e., be-
tween 5 and 6V). Anything less, and the de-
vice will not be able to bring up its WiFi net-
work, and without its WiFi network, you 
won’t be able to connect to it – unless you 
buy your VoCore with a dock, that is.

It might be tempting to go with the basic 
VoCore; however, you could be better off get-
ting one with a dock (Figure 2). The dock 
makes the whole thing 2cm (0.8 inches) 
taller, but it also adds a micro-USB port 
(which is a much more convenient and a 
safer way to power your device), a regular 
USB port, an Ethernet port, and a microSD 
card reader.

Without a dock, the VoCore costs $20. 
With the dock, the price more than doubles, 

This VoCore [1] 
thing is tiny! It 
measures less 
than 3 square 

centimeters (about a 
square inch) and is 
about 2 millimeters 
(0.07 inches) thick. Ad-
mittedly, the VoCore is 
much less powerful 
than the Raspberry Pi, 
but its usefulness in 
projects that require a 
much smaller footprint, 
along with WiFi out of the box (something 
the RPi2 still doesn’t have), makes it a very 
interesting option for makers.
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Figure 1: A dock-enabled VoCore decoupled from its dock. The VoCore can be powered by 

connecting a 5V power source to two of its pins.
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to $45, which is more expensive than a Rasp-
berry Pi. However, this thing can be so useful 
and the dock makes interacting with the Vo-
Core so much easier, that it is worth the in-
vestment. (See the box “Decoupling your Vo-
Core from the Dock” for more information.)

Features
The VoCore comes with a SoC – Ralink/ Me-
diaTek RT5350 MIPS processor that runs at 
360MHz with dual-band 802.11n WiFi with 
data rates up to 150Mbps. It has 32MB of 
RAM and a Flash storage of 8 or 16MB, de-
pending on the model.

Even if you don’t have a dock, you can 
link up to Ethernet, USB, UART, I2C, SPI, I2S, 
PCM, JTAG, and 28 GPIOs using the “pins” 
along the sides of the VoCore. Figure 3 shows 
the pinout.

Booting up
To switch on your VoCore, simply connect 
it to a power source. A good option for this 
is a standard phone charger, which will 
give the device enough juice to maintain 

the WiFi without problems. Using the 
standard firmware, the VoCore will take 
about 30 seconds to boot completely (more 
about using different firmwares later) and 
will set up an access point to which you 
can connect over a wireless connection. 
Look for the VoCore network on your net-
work manager and connect to it (Figure 4). 
The VoCore will assign your computer an 
IP on its own network (192.168.61.1/ 24), 
and you can then access the web and SSH 
interfaces. (See the “OpenWrt” box for 
more information.)

Open a web browser and visit 192.168.61.1. 
You’ll see the login page shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 2: Two VoCores with attached docks. You can see the USB and the Ethernet ports on the 

left, and you’ll find a micro-USB port and a microSD card reader on the opposite side (right).

Figure 3: The VoCore pinout.

A word of warning: If you buy a VoCore with a 
dock and then decide to decouple it, do so by 
placing the dock flat on a table, then pull the 
VoCore straight up slowly and carefully. The 
pins that join the dock to the VoCore are long, 
fragile, and easily bent.

Decoupling your Vocore 
From the Dock
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You can change this setup by going to Net-
work | Wifi. Click the Edit button and, under 
Interface Configuration | General Setup, enter 
the ESSID of your own network.

Select Client from the Mode drop-down 
box and click Save (not Save & Apply). This 
will save your choices on this tab without ac-
tually applying them. If you apply them right 
away, you will lose connection with the Vo-
Core because it will transfer to another net-
work. The problem here is that it won’t actu-
ally be able to connect to your home network 
because you haven’t configured the pass-
word yet.

If you do make a mistake at this stage and 
lose connection, connect your VoCore 
through the Ethernet port on the dock (or 
connect an Ethernet cable to the pins if you 
haven’t got a dock) and look for your device 
on the network.

Assuming you have followed the instruc-
tions carefully until now and are still con-
nected to the VoCore, switch to the Wireless 
Security tab and select your encryption type 
in the Encryption drop-down box. (If you’re 
not sure, take a look at the configuration on 
your router.) Enter your network’s pass-
phrase in the key field and click the Save but-
ton again.

Click on Network | Interfaces, press the 
Add new interface button, and enter a name 
that means something to you in the Name of 
the new interface box. I’m calling mine Local-
WAN.

Select DHCP client from the Protocol of the 
new interface drop-down and check the radio 
button next to the Wireless Network. Press 
the Submit button.

Before you continue, open a new tab in 
your browser, visit the web interface of your 
router, and make a note of the devices cur-

Use root in the user field and vocore as your 
password to access the interface for the first 
time. From the web interface, you can check 
the VoCore’s stats (free RAM, software ver-
sion, uptime, etc.; Figure 6) and configure its 
IP and its role in the network. For example, as 
it stands, the VoCore has no connection to the 
Internet and is not integrated into your own 
network because it is running its own.

Figure 4: Look for the VoCore network in your wireless network manager.

The VoCore runs OpenWrt [2], which is a GNU/ 
Linux distribution for embedded devices, com-
monly used in wireless routers. This is conve-
nient because, although the VoCore is incapa-
ble of creating a graphical interface to show on 
a screen, OpenWrt provides by default a nifty 
web interface called LuCI that allows you to 
configure a lot of its features graphically.

It is beyond the scope of this article to go into 
all the options you can access and everything 
you can tweak from the web interface (there’s 
a lot), but if you are familiar with network ad-
ministration and router configuration (DHCP, 
firewalls, routing, etc.) a lot of the options 
should be familiar.

openWrt

Figure 5: LuCI gives the VoCore a graphical web-based interface that makes configuring your 

device easy.

Figure 6: From OpenWrt’s main web interface screen, you can check out the VoCore’s essential stats.
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rently connected to your network. Mine 
looks like the left side of Figure 7. This infor-
mation will be useful when you need to dis-
cover the VoCore’s IP when it joins the net-
work later.

At this point, a box at the top of OpenWrt’s 
interface will say Unsaved Changes. Click it 
and double-check the settings (especially the 
ESSID and passphrase). Then, click the Save 
& Apply button.

The Waiting for changes to be applied… 
wheel will start spinning but will do so in-
definitely, because at this stage you have lost 
contact with the VoCore.

Go back to your router’s configuration 
page and check for changes in the list of de-
vices connected to the network. You should 
see at least one new device (Figure 7, right). 
That’s the VoCore. Using that IP (in my case, 
192.168.1.108) you can now reconnect to the 
web interface.

If your router supplies a connection to the 
Internet to the rest of your devices, the Vo-
Core should also have access. But, don’t take 
my word for it: You can try it out.

ssH and soFtware
The second way to access the VoCore is via a 
Secure Shell (SSH) connection. On Linux and 
Mac OS X, you can do this by opening a ter-
minal window and typing:

$ ssh root@<your Vocore's IP>

In my case, that’s:

$ ssh root@192.168.1.108

From Windows, you’ll have to use something 
like PuTTY [3].

Again, use vocore as your password (you 
might want to change that at some point), 
and you’ll drop into a Bash terminal. From 
here, in classic Linux fashion, you can man-
age most things on your device and then 
some. To check to see whether the VoCore is 
connected to the Internet, type:

# ping raspberry‑pi‑geek.com

You should see your VoCore connecting and 
sending and receiving packages from the 
Raspberry Pi Geek servers.

You can also install new packages (note 
that this can also be done from the web in-
terface: Visit System | Software to see what is 
installed, what is available, and then pick 
and choose packages to install (Figure 8).

The package manager used in OpenWrt is 
called OPKG and is very similar to the Apt 
utility used in Raspbian. If you run

# opkg list

you will notice the list of available packages 
is very small. Here, you might hit your first 
snag with the unit: It turns out that when 
you try and update the repository list with

# opkg update

you could get an HTTP/ 1.1 404 Not Found 
error. This is because the addresses of the 

Figure 7: Check the list of devices connected to your network on your router before you apply any changes (left). Once the VoCore is attached to your 

network, it will be easy to figure out its IP address (right).

Figure 8: You can install new software by visiting System | Software on the web interface. You 

will also be able to see how much free space is available.
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those, you’ll need to include a new reposi-
tory in /etc/opkg.conf. Add:

src/gz cheese_packages U
  http://downloads.openwrt.org/snapshots/U
  trunk/ramips/generic/packages/packages

at the end of your file and run opkg update 
again. The next time you run opkg list, the 
roster will be considerably longer and will in-
clude Python, Perl, and other packages. You 
can also include other repositories, such as 
those shown in Table 1.

Note, however, you cannot go mad install-
ing stuff on the VoCore, because you have at 
most 16MB to play with. Be selective.

To see the description of a specific pack-
age, type

# opkg list <name of package>

The difference between OPKG and a more 
advanced system (e.g., Raspbian’s Apt) is 
that, if you type

$ apt‑cache search python

in Raspbian, you will get all the packages 
that contain the word python in their name 

repositories have changed since the version 
of OpenWrt that the VoCore currently runs. 
Fortunately, solving this problem isn’t that 
difficult. All you have to do is update the 
list by hand.

The default OPKG repository list is stored 
in the /etc/opkg.conf file and looks similar 
to Listing 1, except the default repositories 
do not have /generic/ in the path. A little re-
search shows that, indeed, neither of the ad-
dresses in the VoCore OpenWrt version of 
opkg.conf exist anymore. Therefore, you only 
have to substitute the defaults with the two 
new addresses, as shown in lines 5 and 6.

You can do this by opening /etc/opkg.conf 
with the Vi command-line text editor. Or, if 
you are uncomfortable with Vi, you can use 
the web interface and visit System | Software 
and click on the Configuration tab.

Now if you run the commands

opkg update 
opkg list

the update completes without a hitch and the 
list of packages is much more populated.

However, you’ll still find some glaring ab-
sences. For starters, you won’t see any high-
level languages like Python or Perl. To install 

01  dest root /

02  dest ram /tmp

03  lists_dir ext /var/opkg‑lists

04  option overlay_root /overlay

05  sr c/gz cheese_base  
http://downloads.openwrt.org/snapshots/trunk/ramips/generic/packages/base

06  sr c/gz cheese_luci  
http://downloads.openwrt.org/snapshots/trunk/ramips/generic/packages/luci

listing 1: Corrected opkg.conf

Name Description Address
Base Essential packages needed by 

OpenWrt.
http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  base

LuCI Packages needed by the web 
interface LuCI.

http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  luci

Management System administration tools. http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  management

Packages Generic packages that don’t fit 
into any other category. This is 
where you will get most of your 
software. 

http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  packages

Routing Packages that convert OpenWrt 
into a fully fledged routing 
system.

http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  routing

Telephony Packages that allow you to convert 
OpenWrt into an IP telephony 
system. 

http://  downloads.  openwrt.  org/  snapshots/ 
 trunk/  ramips/  generic/  packages/  telephony

table 1: OpenWrt Standard Repositories
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tomized firmware. Look for files ending in 
.bin. Some, for example, implement partial 
support for the microSD card reader on the 
dock (yes, that is still a work in progress); 
others do away with the LuCI web front end 
to make more space for other stuff.

pins
As mentioned previously, the VoCore comes 
with 28 GPIO pins you can use for hardware 
projects. You can use these GPIOs out of the 
box, as it were, because they are accessible 
by writing and reading from virtual files at 
the Bash command line.

Although you have 28 pins (numbered 0 
to 27), not all will be available all the time. 
The dock, for example, uses some of the 
pins to interface with the USB, microSD 
card reader, and Ethernet port. Other pins 
have special functions, and others are 
needed to perform tasks for the operating 
system. To see what pins you can actually 
use, type

# cat /sys/kernel/debug/gpio

at the command line, and you will see what 
GPIOs are doing and which are available. 
Running it on one of my VoCores gave me 
the list shown in Listing 2. Note that differ-
ent firmwares will give you different results. 
In this example, I can use all the GPIOs that 
have (gpion) in the second column.

To set up and manipulate GPIOs, you write 
values into virtual files in the /sys/class/
gpio/ directory. For example, suppose you 
want to switch on an LED connected to 

or description. This is useful if you are not 
only looking for Python itself but also for 
modules or tools for the language. However, 
with OPKG, typing

# opkg list python

only shows you the description of the pack-
age with that exact same name, (i.e., the 
base Python package). To get a whole list of 
packages that contain the word python, you 
can sieve OPKG’s results through grep:

# opkg list | grep python

To install a package use:

# opkg install <package name>

To remove it, use:

# opkg remove <package name>

You can find a full list of OPKG commands 
online [4].

updating
You can also update VoCore’s whole sys-
tem. Many larger devices, like your phone 
or desktop computer, have both firmware 
and an operating system. However, for 
most embedded devices it’s all one and the 
same, so OpenWrt is the VoCore’s firmware 
as well.

You can get the latest OpenWrt distribution 
compiled for VoCore online [5]. Open the 
web interface and go to System | Backup/ 
Flash Firmware. If you have been working 
with the device for a while, it might be a 
good idea to Download a backup. Click Gen-
erate archive, and you will be able to down-
load a tar.gz file to you computer (Figure 9).

Move down to Flash new firmware image. 
If you have already configured your VoCore 
to join your network and whatnot, you might 
want to make sure the Keep settings check-
box is marked. Click Browse and navigate to 
the .bin file you downloaded previously [5]. 
Make sure your VoCore is safely plugged in 
to the mains and won’t get unplugged during 
the flashing process, because, if it does, 
you’ll brick it.

Click Flash Image. Flashing could take a 
few minutes, and the VoCore might be as-
signed another IP when it comes back on-
line. Be patient; wait for 10 minutes and then 
check to see if it is back.

If you visit VoCore’s upload page [6], you 
can find more custom spins of VoCore-cus-

Figure 9: Getting ready to flash a new firmware onto the VoCore.
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# echo "out" > U
  /sys/class/gpio/gpio22/direction

at the command line.
Now, you can send a 1 to the pin to set it 

HIGH:

# echo "1" > /sys/class/gpio/gpio22/value

The LED will switch on. From here, it’s triv-
ial to write a Bash script version of Arduino’s 
Blink sketch [7]. Of course, you can also do 
that from Python, C, Perl, and so on, using 
the file read and write functionalities of each 
language.

Reading from a pin (e.g., to know the state 
of a button) would work the same way, but 
you would set the GPIO you want to read 
from to in:

# echo "in" > U
  /sys/class/gpio/gpio22/direction

and then read it from the /sys/class/gpio/
gpio22/value file.

ConClusion
The VoCore is a very interesting piece of kit 
with lots of potential. Its tiny size makes it 
great for wearables – or for any project that 
requires “brains” with a small footprint, 
for that matter. Although it is short on 
memory and storage space, being equipped 
with WiFi makes it ideal for receiving and 
transmitting data to other devices in its en-
vironment.

Be warned, however, that the VoCore is 
work in progress, and some things are still in 
the pipeline. For example, reading and writ-
ing to the microSD card reader on the dock is 
ridiculously difficult at the moment and well 
beyond the scope of this article, but develop-
ment for the device is ongoing, and working 
with the gadget is great fun.  ● ● ●

GPIO 22 (Figure 10). You can connect the 
LED’s anode (+) to GPIO 22 and its cath-
ode (-) to a GND pin.

On the command line, you first have to set 
the GPIO to accept OUTPUT (in Listing 2, 
this is set to in). You do that by typing

# cat /sys/kernel/debug/gpio

GP IOs 0‑21, platform/10000600.gpio, 
10000600.gpio:

 gpio‑0   (gpio0               ) in  hi

 gpio‑7   (gpio7               ) in  hi

 gpio‑8   (gpio8               ) in  lo

 gpio‑9   (gpio9               ) in  hi

 gpio‑10  (vocore:green:status ) out lo

 gpio‑11  (vocore:orange:eth   ) out hi

 gpio‑12  (gpio12              ) in  hi

 gpio‑13  (gpio13              ) in  hi

 gpio‑14  (gpio14              ) in  hi

 gpio‑17  (gpio17              ) in  lo

 gpio‑18  (gpio18              ) in  lo

 gpio‑19  (gpio19              ) in  lo

 gpio‑20  (gpio20              ) in  lo

 gpio‑21  (gpio21              ) in  hi

GP IOs 22‑27, platform/10000660.gpio, 
10000660.gpio:

 gpio‑22  (gpio22              ) in  lo

 gpio‑23  (gpio23              ) in  lo

 gpio‑24  (gpio24              ) in  lo

 gpio‑25  (gpio25              ) in  hi

 gpio‑26  (gpio26              ) in  lo

listing 2: GPIO Availability

Figure 10: You can connect hardware to the VoCore through its GPIOs. Here, the red wire con-

nects the LED’s anode to GPIO 22, and the blue cable connects the LED’s cathode to GND.

[1]  VoCore homepage: http://  vocore.  io/

[2]  OpenWrt project: https://  openwrt.  org/

[3]  PuTTY: http://  www.  chiark.  greenend.  org.  uk/ 
 ~sgtatham/  putty/

[4]  OPKG – OpenWrt’s package manager: 
http://  wiki.  openwrt.  org/  doc/  techref/  opkg

[5]  VoCore firmware:  
http://  vonger.  cn/  upload/  vocore16.  bin

[6]  VoCore’s upload page:  
http://  vonger.  cn/  upload/

[7]  Arduino Blink sketch:  
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Blink
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